About Us

The Shakti saga dates back to the year 1982. Like every other beginner, we too had a humble
beginning, weighing every opportunity making the best of whatever came in our way. But we
had a dream that was big, a restless urge to grow and a determination that was as strong as steel.
We wanted to be recognized as one of the most renowned names in the manufacture of stainless
steel submersible pumps and we did it. Shakti is among the few pioneers in the world to produce
100% stainless steel submersible pumps and motors. Today Shakti is rubbing its shoulders with
best brands in the world thanks to the state-of-the art technology and innovation as its hallmarks.
The main focus of the company is to manufacture best quality pumps which consume less
energy, have long life and are easy to maintain. Considering energy efficiency features of our
pumps, Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) has granted us 5-star ratings to more than 260 of our
pump models. The fineness in quality coupled with energy efficiency is the key that
differentiates us from others to maintain leadership in global pump industry.

Manufacturing Set Up

Becoming a public limited company in the year 1995, we became one of the few Indian
companies catering to the international markets. Today the brand, “Shakti”, is a force to reckon
with. We are answering water needs of more than 100 countries across the globe; the number is
steadily growing over years. Owing our success to strong product lines and technology that is at
par with the best in international markets, Shakti Pumps USA LLC has carved a niche amongst
quality conscious users around the globe. An ISO 9001-2008 certified company has its sprawling
state of the art manufacturing facilities with an installed capacity of 1 million pumps per annum,
is strategically situated in central India at Pithampur in the state of Madhya Pradesh, India.
Company manufactures diverse models of submersible pumps and motors and other application
pumps for a wide range of applications. Over the years of steady growth, Shakti has become one
of the leading pump exporters in India apart being a major player in domestic market as well. We
have developed the most advanced assembly line, right from the very beginning. Shakti is
equipped with high efficiency precision-equipments specialized in rolling out intricately
designed and flawlessly assembled superior quality products, from our facilities manned by
highly skilled and talented manpower. Fully computerized testing division monitors the
performance of every pump we make and hence maintaining consistency in quality. Shakti
Pumps offers comprehensive and reliable pumping solutions with superior quality and energy
efficiency. Our pumps are largely used for applications like drinking water supply, agriculture,
irrigation, industrial applications and processes, pressure boosting in high rise buildings and
townships, rural/urban community water supply schemes, waste and sewage water treatments,
firefighting and so on. Our aim is to become the world’s leading and pump manufacturer meeting
global benchmarks in pumping solutions. Our full-fledged R&D division is dedicated to research
and development of innovative products with new materials, applications and processes. With an
urge to succeed, we continually innovate and introduce new products and pumping solutions that
satisfy the market needs. Quality is the key in all SHAKTI products. This compels us to focus on
construction and design with special care while selecting materials and production methods. We
use advanced fabrication technology and produce most of the components in-house, ensuring

higher quality standards. Horizons are still expanding for the largest manufacturer of stainless
steel submersible pumps. With the operational new units in Sector III, Pithampur Industrial Area
& SEZ (Special Economic Zone) Pithampur, we have units that operate & function for different
product groups to meet the needs of domestic as well as international markets.

